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An elegant all-rounder for modern working worlds: Thonet’s new conference
table 1500 is available in two heights
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger, 2018
Thonet has been connecting people for almost 200 years. The traditional company creates
places of communication with its furniture – originally in coffee houses, soon thereafter in
private and public spaces, and currently in the office and conferencing context. The constant
adjustment of the portfolio to match a transforming working world plays an important role in
Thonet’s success in the contract segment. The new conference table 1500 designed by
Wolfgang C. R. Mezger is formally convincing and also provides systemic intelligence. With
its two heights – 74 cm and 105 cm – it reacts to the common desire to be able to change
between sitting and standing in today’s working contexts and, at the same time, creates an
informal place for spontaneous meetings or informal discussions during breaks. The formal
consistency of the family establishes a relationship between the two working heights and
forms of meetings, thereby allowing for the arrangement of landscapes in rooms. With its
flexible dimensions and versions, it can be perfectly adjusted to spaces of various sizes and
different groupings. For those who want their offices to be especially cosy, Thonet also offers
a wooden version for the table legs in addition to the aluminium version.

Sturdy and elegant at the same time – this is how the table 1500 presents itself: The tabletop seems
to float on the aluminium or wooden legs, which slightly taper towards the bottom. Beneath the
tabletop, the legs are connected via traverses, allowing even long tables to do with just four legs.
Modern media technology and all types of cable connections are discretely integrated into the
tabletop upon request. All of the cabling is hidden in the table’s legs and the modular casing beneath
the tabletop. Available in the standard dimensions 200 x 100, 280 x 100, and 350 x 110 cm (table
height 74 cm), the system table 1500 provides plenty of room for long meetings, conferences, and
workshops. The aluminium table legs are available either polished, chrome-plated, or powder-coated
in black or white. A version with solid oak legs (natural or stained) is also part of the programme
range. The tabletops are available in a veneered or HPL board version.
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